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Abstract
Using techniques of relative homological algebra, for an odd prime p, we describe a vanishing line of slope
(p2!p!1)~1 in the second term of the BPS1T-Adams spectral sequence for the sphere spectrum. As
a consequence, the E
=
term of the classical Adams spectral sequence is shown to have a similar line of slope
(2p!1)/[(2p!2) (p2!p!1)], above which only the image of the stable J-homomorphism lies. This
produces upper bounds for the exponent at p of the stable homotopy groups of spheres. ( 2000 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
AMS classi,cation: primary 55T15; 18G25; secondary 55P42; 19L41
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1. Introduction
The generalized Adams spectral sequence based on a ring spectrum E gives a theoretical
framework to analyze the homotopy groups of a connective, E-local spectrum X. Depending on E,
the input of the spectral sequence can be computed out of some type of algebraic information of
E
*
(X ). For instance, in the classical case, the assumption on E being a #at spectrum (E’E a wedge
of suspensions of E) allows one to codify the second term of the spectral sequence by means of
homological algebra. However, many interesting examples of spectra E are not #at and yet the
corresponding spectral sequence can be successfully used to study homotopy properties of spectra.
This is the case for the spectrum BPS1T, a summand in the p-localization of the spectrum
representing connective K-theory [2, Lecture 4, Corollary 8; 4, p. 74; 13, Proposition 2.7]. Indeed,
a good deal of homotopical information has already been obtained through calculations directly
related to this spectral sequence. For instance, this was the approach used to obtain a homotopy
theoretical description of the v
1
-periodic classes in the stable homotopy groups of spheres [8, 19,
20]. Subsequently, the techniques have been applied to the study of the stable geometric dimension
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of vector bundles over real projective spaces [7] and also in a geometric construction of the
K-theory localization of odd primary Moore spaces [6]. A more recent application of the theory
has been made to the classi"cation of the stable p-local homotopy types of stunted spaces arising
from the classifying space for the group of permutations on p letters (p odd prime) [12]. The
solution of each of the problems above depends on the triviality of certain key homotopy classes or
&&obstructions’’, and the success of using the K-theory Adams spectral sequence to analyze them is
based on the fact that each time such an obstruction is trivial, it vanishes already at the E
2
term of
the spectral sequence. Thus, while the complete classi"cation of the stable homotopy types of
stunted projective spaces [9] was accomplished by showing that many of the relevant obstructions
were killed by high-order di!erentials in the classical Adams spectral sequence, the odd primary
problem (stunted lens spaces) was solved in [12] replacing the analysis of Adams’ high-order
di!erentials, by the K-theory calculations in [11, 12].
Although the second term in the BPS1T-Adams spectral sequence is di$cult to describe in an
algebraic manner, it has two special features that, at least for the examples above, make it a better
tool than the classical Adams spectral sequence. To begin with, for a number of geometrical
problems, the spectral sequence is still within calculations. In concrete terms, neglecting the
F
p
-Eilenberg MacLane summands, BPS1T’BPS1T is &&close’’ to being a wedge of suspensions of
BPS1T (that is, a #at spectrum). This allows us to adapt the usual methods in [25, Section 2.2] to
study Est
2
(BPS1T)2 the second term in the BPS1T-Adams spectral sequence. With this approach
we show that Est
2
(BPS1T) embeds into a long exact sequence of the form
2PXs~1, tP>stPEst
2
(BPS1T)PXstP>s‘1, tP2 (1)
for certain bigraded groups X"MXstN and >"M>stN. The complete additive structure of > is
known [11]; on the other hand, the terms Xst turn out to have a global algebraic description as
relative Ext functors on the category of connective comodules over the dual of the mod p Steenrod
algebra (with respect to a suitable class of relative exact sequences). By establishing a general
vanishing result for these Ext functors we derive, with the help of (1), our main theoretical result.
Theorem 3.2.6. E st
2
(BPS1T)"0 for s*3 and t(m(s).
The numerical function m (s) is de"ned in Section 3; it is roughly a linear function of the form
m(s)"sp(p!1)#C, with C a constant. The full strength of Theorem 3.2.6 is obtained by
combining it with the second main feature of the BPS1T-Adams spectral sequence: The image of
the stable J-homomorphism is detected in BPS1T-"ltration one; however, the BPS1T-"ltration of
any other class is almost the same as its corresponding classical Adams "ltration. We obtain:
Theorem 4.1.3. A p-local stable homotopy class a3n
n
(S0) with trivial J-Hurewicz image must be
trivial provided its classical Adams ,ltration satis,es
AF(a)*minM4, pN#e
n
# (q#1)n
q (p2!p!1)
where q"2p!2 and e
n
is zero, unless n#2 is divisible by q, in which case e
n
is the highest power of
p dividing n#2.
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This result describes a line ‚ of slope (q#1)/(q(p2!p!1)) (plus &&blips’’) in the usual (t!s, s)-
chart of the classical Adams spectral sequence, with the property that the only elements above
‚ detecting actual homotopy classes are those in the image of J. From [18] we also know that the
spectral sequence has a vanishing line ‚@ of slope (2p!2)~1 (the spectral sequence vanishes above
‚@, except for the in"nite cyclic group n
0
(S0)). There results the following picture for the E
=
-term of
the classical Adams spectral sequence (we note that for p"3 both lines are parallel; however, for
p*5, and except for the "rst few stems, all the image of J lies indeed between ‚ and ‚@):
Theorem 4.1.3 allows us to improve the results in [18] about the p-torsion of the stable
homotopy elements not in the image of J.
Corollary 4.1.4. In the nth stem, any p-local homotopy class not detected by the J-spectrum is
annihilated by p.*/M4, pN‘en‘S(n), where S (n) is the ,rst integer larger than or equal to
(q#1)n/q (p2!p!1).
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 settles the required algebraic language. The reader is
assumed to be familiar with basic de"nitions and results in relative homological algebra. The
standard reference for this is [10]. The constructions leading to the main result in this section
(Theorem 2.1.4) are inspired on unpublished ideas of Lellmann [15]. The analysis of the second
term in the BPS1T-Adams spectral sequence is discussed in Section 3 following an observation in
[17]. The vanishing line is established in Theorem 3.2.6 with the help of the calculations in [11].
The paper closes with applications to the classical Adams spectral sequence and to the p-exponent
of the stable homotopy groups of spheres.
2. Relative homological algebra
Throughout the paper p denotes an odd prime and q stands for 2p!2. Let A denote the dual of
the mod p Steenrod algebra. In terms of the conjugates of Milnor’s elements [24], the algebra
structure of A is A"P(f
1
, f
2
,2)?E(p0, p1,2), and the diagonal is given by
*(f
i
)" +
r‘s/i
f
r
?f pr
s
and *(p
i
)"1?p
i
# +
r‘s/i
p
r
?f pr
s
(2)
where f
0
stands for 1. In Section 3 we will be doing Adams spectral sequence computations with
BPS1T. Since the mod p cohomology of this spectrum is the cotensor product A K
E
F
p
, where
E"E(p
0
, p
1
) (see for instance [25, Theorem 3.1.15]), in this section we will look at the quotient
algebra E. Let n: APE be the Hopf algebra projection and let ! stand for one of A or E. For two
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left !-comodules M
1
and M
2
, we take the diagonal !-coaction on the tensor product M
1
?M
2
:
M
1
?M
2
(?(&"!?M
1
?!?M
2
1?T?1&&" !?!?M
1
?M
2
k?1?1&&" !?M
1
?M
2
where a 1 denotes any identity map, ( denotes the !-coaction on both M
1
and M
2
, „ is the
twisting map (introducing the usual sign) and k is the multiplication on !. We will also need the
diagonal !-coaction on M
1
?M
2
by considering M
2
as a trivial !-comodule. Such trivial structure
on M
2
will be indicated by M@
2
. As an example, for an E-comodule N with E-coaction (, both
1?(: A?N@PA?E@?N@ and *
1
?1: A?N@PA?E@?N@ are maps of diagonal A-comodules,
where *
1
:APA?E is the composite of the diagonal * : APA?A and 1?n:A?APA?E. In
particular the kernel of its di!erence, A K
E
N, becomes an A-subcomodule of A?N@. The construc-
tion is natural and we have:
De5nition 2.1.1. LetA and E denote the categories of connective A-comodules and E-comodules,
respectively. The extension functor „ :EPA is de"ned in objects N by „(N)"A K
E
N and in
morphisms N
1
fPN
2
by „( f )"A K
E
f.
Using the projection n : APE, we can consider any A-comodule as an E-comodule. This de"nes
a forgetful functor S :APE. It is a well-known result in homological algebra that „ and S form an
adjoint pair of functors. See for instance [27, Lemma 6.3.2] for a proof of the module version. The
present comodule formulation dualizes easily and we state it here for reference.
Lemma 2.1.2. S1„ is an adjoint pair of functors.
In E we take the relative injective class of all split coexact sequences, that is, sequences
N
1
aPN
2
bPN
3
in E for which b admits a factorization in the form N
2
cPC dPN
3
, where C is the
cokernel of a, and d is a coretraction. By [10, Ch. II, Theorem 2.1] the adjoint pair S1„ induces
a corresponding relative injective class inA whose injective objects are the retracts of the extended
A-comodules A K
E
N (N in E) and whose exact sequences are those sequences in A which, under
the forgetful functor S, split in E in the above sense.
De5nition 2.1.3. Let F
p
denote the "eld with p elements. With respect to the injective class in
A described above, the derived functors of HomA(Fp
;*) are denoted by Ext
A,E
(F
p
;*) (or simply
by Ext
A,E
(* )) ; thus for an A-comodule M, Extst
A,E
(M) is the homology at node s of the complex
Hom tA(Fp
; I
0
)PHom tA(Fp ;I1)PHom tA(Fp ; I2)P2
where 0PMPI
0
PI
1
PI
2
P2 is a relative injective resolution for M.
The remaining of the section is devoted to proving the following vanishing result for the relative
Extst
A,E
(M) groups:
Theorem 2.1.4. If M is a c-connected object in A, then Extst
A,E
(M)"0 for t)c#f (s), where
f (2m)"mpq and f (2m#1)"(mp#1)q.
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Lemma 2.1.5. For an object M in A, there is a functorial A-comodule isomorphism
A K
E
MK(A K
E
F
p
)?M, where the A-comodule structure on the right is the diagonal one. Moreover,
if b
M
: MPA K
E
M stands for the adjoint of the identity on SM, then the composite of b
M
with the
above isomorphism takes the form m>1?m.
Proof. It is observed in [3] that the composite A?M 1
?(&"A?A?M 1?s?1&&"A?A?M k?1&"A?M
gives an isomorphism of diagonal A-comodules u :A?M@PA?M (recall M@"M with trivial
A-comodule structure) having as inverse the composite A?M 1
?(&" A?A?Mk?1&"A?M, where
( is the A-coaction on M, and k and s are the product and the conjugation in A, respectively. It is
then straightforward to check that u restricts to the required A-isomorphism
A K
E
M
KP(A K
E
F
p
)?M. The last assertion of the lemma follows by chasing elements in the
commutative diagram.
j
In Section 3 we use Lemma 2.1.5 to incorporate our algebraic computations to the BPS1T-
Adams spectral sequence. For the time being, we will make use of Lemma 2.1.5 to motivate our
method of proof for Theorem 2.1.4.
Example 2.1.6. For an object N in E, let a
n
: A K
E
NPN be the E-comodule morphism whose
adjoint map is the identity on A K
E
N. Likewise, for an object M inA let b
M
: MPA K
E
M be as in
Lemma 2.1.5. The relation a
SM3SbM"1SM implies that 0PM
bM2PA K
E
M is a relative exact
sequence. By [10, p. 12], this produces a resolvent factoring through cokernels for the relative
injective class in A. The corresponding canonical resolution for M is
(3)
where M
i‘1
is the cokernel of b
i
with canonical projection n
i‘1
. Since the cokernel of the inclusion
F
p
)A K
E
F
p
is (q!1)-connected (Lemma 2.1.7 below), Lemma 2.1.5 implies that the connectivity
of the above resolution increases by q in each node. Thus, for M a c-connected A-comodule,
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A K
E
M
s
is (c#sq)-connected and therefore Hom tA(Fp ; A KEMs) as well as its subquotient
Extst
A,E
(M) are trivial for t)c#sq.
The proof of Theorem 2.1.4 will be obtained by constructing relative resolutions whose
connectivity increases at an average rate of p (p!1) instead of 2(p!1). The following is the
key lemma.
Lemma 2.1.7. „he cokernel C of the inclusion n :F
p
)A K
E
F
p
is (q!1)-connected. Moreover, there
is an A-comodule D and an A-comodule map j : CPA K
E
D such that
(a) the cokernel C
1
of j is (pq!1)-connected, and
(b) both 0PF
p
ı)A K
E
F
p
nPCP0 and 0PC jPA K
E
D n1PC
1
P0 are relative short exact
sequences, where n : A K
E
F
p
PC and n
1
: A K
E
DPC
1
are the canonical projections.
We defer the proof of Lemma 2.1.7 until having proved Theorem 2.1.4.
De5nition 2.1.8. (a) Let I
0
, I
1
:APA be the functors given by I
0
"„S and I
1
"I
0
F, where
F :APA is the functor obtained by tensoring with the A-comodule D.
(b) Let c : I
0
PI
1
be the natural transformation de"ned on a given object M as the composi-
tion I
0
M"A K
E
MK(A K
E
F
p
)?Mn
?1&"C?Mj?1&"(A K
E
D)?MKA K
E
(D?M)"I
1
M.
Proof of Theorem 2.1.4. By splicing the sequences in Lemma 2.1.7 (b) we produce the start of
a relative resolution for F
p
:
0PF
p
n
PA K
E
F
p
cPA K
E
D (4)
where c is the composite A K
E
F
p
nPC jPA K
E
D. Tensoring (4) with a given A-comodule yields
a &&two-stage resolvent’’ for the injective class in A; that is, a functorial way of embedding any
A-morphism f : MM PM into a relative exact sequence
MM fPM bMPI
0
M] cPI
1
M]
where M] is the cokernel of f and bM is the composite MPM] bMKPI
0
M] . The "rst step in this resolvent is
that given in Example 2.1.6, however by Lemma 2.1.7(a), the connectivity of the cokernel in the
second step increases by pq with respect to the connectivity of M] . By iteration we obtain the
following resolution of an A-comodule M:
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where M
2s‘2
is the cokernel of c : I
0
M
2s
PI
1
M
2s
. Observe that I
j
M
2s
( j"0, 1 and s*0) is
(c#spq#jq)-connected when M is c-connected. The result follows as in Example 2.1.6 j
We now start constructing D and j of Lemma 2.1.7. By formula (2) for the diagonal in A, we see
that
A K
E
F
p
"P(f
1
, f
2
,2)?E(p2, p3,2) (5)
and that the graded F
p
-submodules B
1
and B
2
given by B
1
"P(f
1
)/fp
1
and B
2
"P(fp
1
, f
2
, f
3
,2)?
E(p
2
, p
3
,2) are A-subcomodules of A KE Fp. Moreover, since the coproduct in A is multiplicative,
the obvious graded map B
1
?B
2
PA K
E
F
p
is an A-comodule isomorphism.
De5nition 2.1.9. Let BM
2
be the (A-comodule) cokernel of the inclusion F
p
)B
2
and de"ne maps
/ : A K
E
F
p
P&qA K
E
F
p
and h : A K
E
F
p
PA K
E
BM
2
as follows:
(a) Under the isomorphisms A K
E
F
p
"B
1
?B
2
and &qA K
E
F
p
"(&qB
1
)?B
2
, / takes the form
/"d?1, where 1 : B
2
PB
2
is the identity and d :B
1
P&qB
1
is the derivation d (f j
1
)"jf j~1
1
.
(b) Under the isomorphisms A K
E
F
p
"B
1
?B
2
and A K
E
BM
2
"(A K
E
F
p
)?BM
2
, h takes the form
h"i?i, where i : B
1
)A K
E
F
p
is the inclusion and i : B
2
PBM
2
is the projection.
Both / and h are A-comodule morphisms since so are i, i and d. Let D be the A-comodule
&qF
p
=BM
2
and let c : A K
E
F
p
PA K
E
D be the A-morphism with components / and h. Since A K
E
D
is (q!1)-connected, c factors as A K
E
F
p
nPC jPA K
E
D, where as in Lemma 2.1.7(b), n is the
canonical projection onto the cokernel of the inclusion F
p
n
)A K
E
F
p
. This de"nes the
A-morphism j. Note that c is the natural transformation in De"nition 2.1.8(b) for M"F
p
.
Proof of Lemma 2.1.7. The assertion about the connectivity of C is immediate from expression (5)
for A K
E
F
p
. On the other hand, using the isomorphisms in De"nition 2.1.9(a) and (b), we see that an
F
p
-basis for A K
E
D"(&qB
1
?B
2
)= ((A K
E
F
p
)?BM
2
) in degrees at most pq is given by the elements
(1?1, 0), (f
1
?1, 0),2, (fp~11 ?1, 0) and (0, 1?fp1 ). Thus the assertion about the connectivity of
C
1
follows from the formulae c (1?f p
1
)"(0, 1?fp
1
) and c (fj
1
?1)"( jf j~1
1
?1, 0) for 1)j)p!1.
As for (b), the relative exactness of 0PF
p
n)A K
E
F
p
nPCP0 follows from Example 2.1.6, since
n agrees with b
Fp
. Finally, we show that j is an E-coretraction by explicit construction of an
E-comodule left inverse (having a left inverse, j is automatically an injective map). Consider the
map r : A K
E
DPA K
E
F
p
with co-components r
1
"r
11
?r
12
: A K
E
&qF
p
"&qB
1
?B
2
PA K
E
F
p
"
B
1
?B
2
and r
2
"r
21
?r
22
: A K
E
BM
2
"(A K
E
F
p
)?BM
2
PA K
E
F
p
"B
1
?B
2
, where the r
ij
are de-
"ned as follows:
(a) r
11
(f j
1
)"1/( j#1)f j‘1
1
if j(p!1 and r
11
(f p~1
1
)"0,
(b) r
12
is the identity,
(c) r
21
is the composition of the obvious (non-trivial) maps A K
E
F
p
ePF
p
gPB
1
and
(d) r
22
is the natural inclusion of BM
2
into B
2
.
For x3B
2
and 1)j)p!1, we have by construction r(c (fj
1
?x))"r( jfj~1
1
?x,
fj
1
?x)"fj
1
?x#0 and r(c (1?x))"r(0, 1?x)"0#1?x, if xO1. Thus the composite
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A K
E
F
p
cPA K
E
D rPA K
E
F
p
nPC agrees with n and therefore n 3 r splits j. To complete the proof
we check r is an E-morphism, or for that case, that the maps r
ij
are E-morphisms. From expression
(2) for the diagonal in A, we see that B
1
is a trivial E-comodule, therefore r
11
as well as the map g in
(c) are E-morphisms. In order to show that the map e in (c) is an E-morphism, we check that the
composite A K
E
F
p
({PE?(A K
E
F
p
) 1
?e&"E maps positive dimensional elements of A K
E
F
p
into zero,
where (@ is the E-coaction on A K
E
F
p
. This follows from the diagram below (whose top row is the
required composite), since by de"nition, such elements do map trivially under the projection
n : APE .
Finally, because of dimensional reasons, the bottom class splits o! of B
2
as an E-comodule; in
particular r
22
is an E-comodule map. j
3. The vanishing line
3.1. Algebraic and topological preliminaries
Let HF
p
denote the F
p
-Eilenberg MacLane spectrum with bottom cell in degree zero. The mod p
cohomology of a spectrum X will be denoted by H*(X); in particular, the mod p Steenrod algebra
H*(HF
p
) will be denoted by A*. The tautological relation [X; &nHF
p
]"Homn
AR
(A* ; H*(X)) implies
that any A*-free resolution
0QH*(X)QF
0
QF
1
QF
2
Q2 (6)
for H*(X) gives rise, in a non-functorial way, to an HF
p
-Adams resolution for X; that is, a diagram
of spectra
(7)
where each=
i
is a wedge of suspensions of HF
p
and each map E
i‘1
PE
i
is of positive HF
p
-Adams
"ltration, with co"ber E
i
P=
i
. Conversely, by taking mod p cohomology, any such diagram (7)
produces an A*-free resolution (6). The (either algebraic or topological) resolution is called minimal
when each map E
i
P=
i
induces in mod p cohomology a morphism having only A*-decomposable
elements in its kernel. The ith stage in a minimal HF
p
-Adams resolution is unique only up to
non-natural equivalences [1, p. 28]; however, by making suitable choices, any map f : XP> can be
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lifted to one between two given minimal HF
p
-Adams resolutions of X and >. Due to this lack of
functoriality, it is pointless "xing a de"nite minimal HF
p
-Adams resolution for every spectrum.
Nevertheless, for i’0, we will always denote by XWiX the ith stage in any given minimal
HF
p
-Adams resolution (7) for X, keeping in mind the above considerations on the non-functorial
way of lifting maps. In fact, we will often need to change a given minimal HF
p
-Adams resolution by
one with better properties and, by abuse, we will use the same notation for the corrected resolution.
This sort of manipulations are done, for instance, in the proof of Lemma 3.2.2, in (8) or in the next
de"nition of XW0X: Margolis showed in [21] that a connective, p-local, locally "nite spectrum
X decomposes uniquely up to non-natural equivalences, as a wedge XKXW0XsH<, where < is
a graded, bounded below, locally "nite F
p
-vector space, H< is the associated wedge of suspensions
of HF
p
and where XW0X has no further F
p
-Eilenberg MacLane summands. The next result follows
from Margolis’ observation that this decomposition has a corresponding algebraic version,
together with the fact that in the category of connective A*-modules, with the usual class of exact
sequences, there is no di!erence between being a free, projective or injective module
[22, p. 201].
Lemma 3.1.1. ‚et M be a connective A*-module. ;p to a change of basis, any A*-free resolution for
M takes the from
0QMK‚
~1
=F
0
p0QF
0
=‚
0
=F
1
p1QF
1
=‚
1
=F
2
p2Q2
where all modules are free, except for M and ‚
~1
(the latter has no free summands), F
i‘1
-Ker p
i
and p
i
restricts to the identity F
i
PF
i
and to a map ‚
i
P‚
i~1
in such a way that
0Q‚
~1
Q‚
0
Q‚
1
Q2 is a minimal resolution for ‚
~1
.
In topological terms, Lemma 3.1.1 implies that in any HF
p
-Adams resolution (7) for X, choices
can be made so as to have
E W0X
i
"XWiX. (8)
For simplicity we will use Kane’s notation l for the spectrum BPS1T ([14]; see also [6] or [16]).
Thus, l is an associative and commutative ring spectrum whose homotopy groups form a poly-
nomial algebra over Z
(p)
on a variable v
1
3n
q
(l). The l-moduli"cation of v
1
* that is, the
composite &ql"Sq’l v1Ol&" l’l kPl, where k is the multiplication in l* will also be denoted by
v
1
. Through the rest of the paper, X will stand for a spectrum satisfying
Convention 3.1.2. X is a connected, p-local, "nite type spectrum such that
(a) the classical Adams spectral sequence for l’X converges to l
*
(X ) and collapses from its
second term, and
(b) the composite (&ql’X)W0X)&ql’X
v
1
’X&" l’XP(l’X)W0X yields a monomorphism in
homotopy groups, where the "rst and third maps are the wedge inclusion and projection,
respectively.
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The sphere spectrum S0 and the mod p lens spectrum ‚"&=K(Z/p, 1), as well as any stunted
lens spectrum ‚2b
2a‘1
obtained from (a wedge summand of) ‚, are examples of spectra satisfying
Convention 3.1.2 [11, Remark 3.2]. Also, XWiX satis"es Convention 3.1.2 whenever X does so.
However, the mod pr lens spectrum &=K(Z/pr, 1) does not satisfy the last part in 3.1.2(a), if r’1.
The following technical result appeared "rst as Lemma 4.2 in [17] for the 2-primary case. The
odd primary version is given in [11, Lemma 3.3], where we o!er a simpler proof under the
conditions of Convention 3.1.2(b).
Lemma 3.1.3. ‚et K be a locally ,nite wedge of F
p
-Eilenberg Mac‚ane spectra. „hen any map
&rK aP (l’X)WiX induces trivial homomorphisms in homotopy groups.
Our study of the l-Adams spectral sequence requires a close description of the homotopy type of
l’lM s, where lM s is the s-fold iterated smash product of the co"ber lM for the inclusion of the bottom
cell S0) l. In the 2-primary case of bo, this was done "rst by Mahowald [19] and Milgram [23],
whereas the odd primary case of l is due to Kane [14, Theorem 11.1] (using the methods in [19]).
The result we need is stated as Theorem 3.1.5 below.
De5nition 3.1.4. For s*1 let R
s
denote the set of s-tuples of positive integers. We will denote an
element (n
1
,2, ns)3Rs simply by nN and de"ne p (nN )"+ ni and l(nN ! )"+ l(ni!), where l (a) denotes
the maximal power of p dividing the integer a.
Theorem 3.1.5. (Kane [14]; see also Davis [6] and Lellmann [16]). For s*1 there is a homotopy
equivalence
(l’lM s)W0XKS
nN |RS
&p(nN )q lWl(nN !)X.
3.2. l-Adams spectral sequence calculations
Let S0 iPl represent the unit 13n
0
(l ). The standard l-resolution for a spectrum X is obtained
through the following iterated process of smashing with the canonical co"bration S0 iPl prPlM :
(9)
where lM k stands for the k-fold smash product of lM with itself. The homotopy groups of these
"brations assemble into an exact couple whose associated spectral sequence de"nes the l-Adams
spectral sequence for X denoted by ME
r
(X; l), d
r
N. Gradings are taken so as to have
E st
1
(X; l )"n
t~s
(l’&~slM s’X)"n
t
(l’lM s’X) with d
1
-di!erential induced by the composite
l’lM s’X
pr’1&" lM s‘1’X i’1&" l’lM s‘1’X. Margolis’ decomposition for l’lM s’X takes the form
(l’lM s’X)W0XsK<s(X), with <s(X) a graded F
p
-vector space, and we obtain
Est
1
(X; l)"n
t
((l’lM s’X)W0X)=<st(X). (10)
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Now, Mahowald’s decomposition for l’lM s‘1 (Theorem 3.1.5), Lemma 3.1.3 and the consider-
ations in (8) imply that the component<st(X)Pn
t
((l’lM s‘1’X)W0X) of the d
1
-di!erential is trivial.
In particular the bigraded object <(X ) becomes a subcomplex of E
1
(X; l).
De5nition 3.2.1. The regular cochain complex of X, denoted byC(X), is de"ned to be the quotient
complex of E
1
(X; l) by <(X ).
We will "nd a vanishing line in the l-Adams spectral sequence for X (Theorem 3.2.6) by
identifying C(XW1X) as a subcomplex of E
1
(X; l ) (Proposition 3.2.3) and studying the resulting
quotient complex (Proposition 3.2.4). We begin by observing that, since the standard l-resolution
for X is obtained by smashing the corresponding resolution for S0 with X, the Adams projection
XW1XPX in a minimal HF
p
-Adams resolution (7) for X yields a chain map
E
1
(XW1X; l)PE
1
(X; l). (11)
Lemma 3.2.2. „here is a chain monomorphism n :C(XW1X) C(X) compatible with the map in (11)
under the canonical projections E
1
(*; l)PC(*).=e think of C(XW1X) as a subcomplex of C(X) via n.
Proof. From Mahowald’s decomposition (Theorem 3.1.5) we see that, in chain-degree s, (11) is
induced by taking homotopy groups in maps of the form
K
1
sS
nN |RS
(&p(nN )lWl(nN !)X’XW1X)W0XPK
2
sS
nN |RS
(&p(nN )lWl(nN !)X’X)W0X (12)
where K
1
and K
2
are wedges of suspensions of HF
p
. Then, Lemma 3.1.3 implies that (12) is closed
on the subgroup generated by homotopy classes arising from the F
p
-Eilenberg MacLane sum-
mands. Therefore (11) passes to the quotient producing the required chain map C(XW1X)PC(X).
Now (8) implies that choices can be made so as to have (lWkX’X)W0X"(l’X)WkX and
(lWkX’XW1X)W0X"(l’X)Wk‘1X, and so that each component
(lWl(nN !)X’XW1X)W0XP(lWl(mN !)X’X)W0X (13)
in (12) is trivial except for nN "mN , in which case (13) behaves as the Adams projection
(l’X)Wl(nN !)‘1XP(l’X)Wl(nN !)X in a minimal HF
p
-Adams resolution for l’X. Since the classical
Adams spectral sequence for l’X collapses from the second term (Convention 3.1.2), the latter
map induces a monomorphism in homotopy groups (see [11, Remark 3.2]). The result follows. j
Since the di!erential d
1
in the l-Adams spectral sequence is induced by a topological map, the
elements of positive HF
p
-Adams "ltration in E
1
(X; l ) form a subcomplex which we denote by
D(X). Note thatDst(X) must lie entirely in the "rst summand on the right of (10), so thatD(X) can
also be considered as a subcomplex of C(X).
Proposition 3.2.3. C(XW1X) and D(X) agree as subcomplexes of C(X).
Proof. We have seen that the subgroup consisting of the positive HF
p
-Adams "ltration elements in
n
t
((lWkX’X)W0X) is given by n
t
((lWkX’XW1X)W0X). This observation generalizes to Dst(X)"Cst(XW1X)
in view of Mahowald’s decomposition for l’lM s (Theorem 3.1.5). j
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Recall the dual of A* is denoted by A. It has an explicit quotient Hopf algebra n :APE de"ned
in Section 2.
Proposition 3.2.4. „he quotient E
1
(X; l)/D(X) is isomorphic to the complex obtained by applying the
functor Hom*A(Fp
;*) to the canonical resolution (3) for M"H
*
(X).
Corollary 3.2.5. „he homology of the quotient E
1
(X; l)/D(X) is isomorphic to the relative Ext groups
Ext
A,E
(H
*
(X)).
Proof of Proposition 3.2.4. Equation (8) implies that for k*0, (lWkX’X)W0X"(l’X)WkX; thus by
Convention 3.1.2, the HF
p
-Adams spectral sequences computing the homotopy groups of these
spectra collapse from their second terms. In view of Mahowald’s splitting for l’lM s (Theorem 3.1.5)
and expression (10) for E
1
(X, l ), this is also the case for the HF
p
-Adams spectral sequence
computing Est
1
(X, l )"n
t
(l’lM s’X). If ME
r
(l’lM s’X; HF
p
)N stands for the latter spectral sequence,
then the quotient of Est
1
(X, l ) by the subgroup Dst(X) generated by the homotopy classes with
positive HF
p
-Adams "ltration is given as
Est
1
(X; l)/Dst(X)"E0t
=
(l’lM s’X; HF
p
)
"E0t
2
(l’lM s’X; HF
p
)
"Ext0t
A
(F
p
; H
*
(l’lM s’X))
"Homt
A
(F
p
; H
*
(l’lM s’X )).
Recall the di!erential in E
1
(X; l) (and therefore in E
1
(X; l)/D(X)) is topologically induced by the
maps d
s‘1
given as the composite l’lM s’X
pr’1&&" lM ’lM s’X n’1&&"l’lM s‘1’X, where a 1 stands
for any identity map and where S0 i) l prPlM is the canonical co"bration. By naturality of the
Adams spectral sequence, this is also the case for the Homt
A
(F
p
; H
*
(l’lM s’X))-expression. This
shows that the quotient E
1
(X; l )/D(X ) is isomorphic to the complex obtained by applying the
functor Hom*A(Fp
;2) to the complex
0PH
*
(l’X) H*(d1)&&"H
*
(l’lM ’X) H*(d2)&&"H
*
(l’lM 2’X) H*(d3)&&"2 . (14)
On the other hand, since H
*
(l)"A K
E
F
p
(see for instance [25, Theorem 3.1.15]), the smash
product of lM s’X with the co"bration S0 i) l prPlM induces in homology the tensor product of
H
*
(lM s’X) with the relative short exact sequence 0PF
p
n)A K
E
F
p
nPCP0 in Lemma 2.1.7(b).
Therefore the di!erential H
*
(d
s‘1
) in (14) above takes the form
(A K
E
F
p
)?H
*
(lM s’X)
n?1&"C?H
*
(lM s’X)"H
*
(lM s‘1’X)
n?1&"(A K
E
F
p
)?H
*
(lM s‘1’X)
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or equivalently, by Lemma 2.1.5, the form
A K
E
H
*
(lM s’X) nPH
*
(lM s‘1’X) bPA K
E
H
*
(lM s‘1’X)
where H
*
(lM s‘1’X) is the cokernel of b : H
*
(lM s’X)PA K
E
H
*
(lM s’X) and n is the canonical
projection. The result follows from the construction of resolution (3) for M"H
*
(X ) in Example
2.1.6. j
From Proposition 3.2.3 and Corollary 3.2.5, the short exact sequence associated to the chain
inclusion D(X) E
1
(X; l) induces long exact sequences
2PHst(C(XW1X))PEst
2
(X; l )PExtst
A,E
(H
*
(X))P2 . (15)
For X"S0, the cohomology of C(XW1X) is described in full in [11]. In particular, it is shown that
Hst(C((S0)W1X)) vanishes for s*3 and t(p (p!1)s!q(p!3) (recall q"2p!2). On the other
hand, according to Theorem 2.1.4, Extst
A,E
(F
p
)"0 for t(f (s), where f (2k#d)"(kp#d)q (d"0, 1).
De"ning m(s)"f (s) if p"3 and m (s)"p (p!1) s!q(p!3) if p’3 (so that
m(s)"minM f (s), p(p!1)s!q(p!3)N), we get from (15):
Theorem 3.2.6. Est
2
(S0, l )"0 for s*3 and t(m(s).
This result says that in its usual (t!s, s)-chart, the second term of the l-Adams spectral sequence
for S0 vanishes above a line of slope (p2!p!1)~1 and with s-intersection at a point close to 2.
This vanishing line passes to the entire spectral sequence, and therefore to the p-local homotopy
groups of S0 represented in a (n, s)-chart, with n standing for the stem degree and s for the
l-"ltration. In detail:
Corollary 3.2.7. ‚et a be a p-local stable homotopy class in n
n
(S0) with a lifting to the s stage in the
standard l-resolution (9) for S0. If s*3 and n(m(s)!s, then a must be trivial.
Proof. Let Sn asPF
s
fsPF
s~1
fs~1&&"2f2PF
1
f1PS0 be a factorization of a, where S0 f1QF
1
f2Q
F
2
f3Q2 is the standard l-resolution (9) for S0. Since the composite Sn as&"F
s
i’1&" l’F
s
is
a d
1
-cycle in the l-Adams spectral sequence, it produces a class x3Est
2
(S0; l), where t"n#s.
Under the assumptions on s and n, x must be represented by a d
1
-boundary in E
1
(S0; l ). This
means there is a homotopy class e :Sn‘1Pl’F
s~1
"tting in the diagram
where c is the connecting map in the co"bration F
s
fs&"F
s~1
i’1&" l’F
s~1
. Then a
s
!c3 e maps
trivially under F
s
i’1&" l’F
s
and thus lifts through F
s‘1
fs‘1&"F
s
producing a homotopy class
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a
s‘1
:SnPF
s‘1
. Since f
s 3 fs‘1(as‘1)"fs (as!c 3 e)"fs(as), we see that as‘1 is a lifting of a to the
s#1 stage of the l-resolution. The analysis repeats since m (s)!s is an increasing function of s.
Thus a lifts all the way through the l-resolution and must, therefore, be trivial. j
4. Applications
In view of Corollary 3.2.7 it is clear that we need methods for lifting homotopy classes through
an l-resolution of S0. This is, however, a relatively easy problem in the following sense: If a given
p-local, J-trivial homotopy class a3n
*
(S0) could be lifted to the s stage in an HF
p
-Adams
resolution of S0, then we would automatically have a lifting of a near to the s stage in an l-Adams
resolution of S0. The basic result is given below. Recall the classical (HF
p
-) Adams "ltration of
X gP>, denoted by AF(g), is the maximum length l of factorizations of g in the form X"X
0
g1P
X
1
g2PX
2
g3P2 glPX
l
">, with each g
i
inducing the trivial morphism in mod p homology. The
notation l (m) below stands for the highest power of p dividing the integer m.
Theorem 4.1.1 [11, Theorem 7.5]. ‚et S0"F
0
f1QF
1
f2QF
2
f3Q2 be the standard l-resolution (9)
for S0 and suppose given a homotopy class a
s
3n
n
(F
s
).
(a) If s"0 and n’0, then there is a homotopy class a
1
3n
n
(F
1
) such that f
1
(a
1
)"a
0
and
AF(a
1
)*AF(a
0
)!1.
(b) If s"1, AF(a
1
)*1 and a
1
maps trivially under the composite F
1
f1PS0 j)J, then
there is a homotopy class a
2
3n
n
(F
2
) such that f
13 f2 (a2)"f1(a1) and AF(a2)*AF(a1)!1.
(c) If s"2 and AF(a
2
)*1#e
n
, then there is a homotopy class a
3
3n
n
(F
3
) such that
f
2 3 f3(a3)"f2(a2) and AF(a3)*AF (a2)!1!en. Here en"l (n#2) if n#2,0 (mod q) and
e
n
"0 otherwise.
(d) If s*3 and AF(a
s
)*d
n,s
, then there is a homotopy class a
s‘1
3n
n
(F
s‘1
) such that
f
s 3 fs‘1(as‘1)"fs(as) and AF(as‘1)*AF (as)!dn, s . Here dn, s"2 if n#s, 0 (mod q) and
d
n, s
"1 otherwise.
The (p-local) spectrum J in Theorem 4.1.1(b) is de"ned as the "ber of a certain map / : lP&ql
which is non-trivial in Hq(*; Z/p). In view of [28, Theorem 2.9], there are several equivalent ways
of constructing such a map /. See for instance [6, p. 80; 25, pp. 37}38 or 26, p. 551]. By [11, Remark
2.10], the following construction * better suited under our point of view * also works: Let
l’lM oP&ql be the wedge projection onto the "rst factor in Mahowald’s splitting for l’lM
(Theorem 3.1.5) and take / to be the composite l prPlM i’1&" l’lM oP&ql, where S0 i) l prPlM is the
co"bration used in the construction of the canonical l-Adams resolution (9). The map S0 j)J in
(b) gives a factorization S0 jPJ iPl for the unit i : S0Pl.
Remark 4.1.2. Note that in parts (b)} (d) of Theorem 4.1.1 the map a
s‘1
lifts f
s
(a
s
) by two stages.
Thus, although a
s
itself may not lift to F
s‘1
, it can be modi"ed (without changing its projection to
the s!1 stage) assuring an extra lifting.
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Combining Corollary 3.2.7 and Theorem 4.1.1 we obtain the following analogue of Theorem
3.2.6 in the case of the classical Adams spectral sequence. The number e
n
below is de"ned in 4.1.1(c).
Theorem 4.1.3. ‚et a3n
n
(S0) be a p-local stable homotopy class mapping trivially under S0 jPJ.
If AF(a)*minM4, pN#e
n
#(q#1)n/q (p2!p!1), then a is trivial.
Proof. By Corollary 3.2.7 it is enough to lift a to a stage F
s
of the l-resolution for S0, with s*3 and
n(m(s)!s. For p’3 this is s’M, where M is the integral part of [n#q(p!3)]/(p2!p!1).
From parts (a)}(c) of Theorem 4.1.1, we get a lifting a
3
to the third stage of the resolution with
AF(a
3
)*AF (a)!e
n
!3. (16)
Let M!2"aq#b, with a, b3Z and 0)b(q. By Theorem 4.1.1(d), we can lift M!2 times
more (perhaps modifying partial liftings as observed in Remark 4.1.2) provided
AF(a
3
)*a (q#1)#b#1. By hypothesis and (16), the last inequality holds provided
(q#1)n/[q(p2!p!1)]#1*a(q#1)#b#1, which follows from
a (q#1)#b#1"M!2#a#1"M!1#a
"M!1#M!2!b
q
)M!1#M!2
q
"MA1#
1
qB!
2
q
!1
)A
n#q(p!3)
p2!p!1 B A
q#1
q B!
2
q
!1
" n(q#1)
q(p2!p!1)#
(q#1)(p!3)
p2!p!1 !
2
q
!1
) n(q#1)
q (p2!p!1)#2!
2
q
!1) n(q#1)
q(p2!p!1)#1.
For p"3 we have m (s)"f (s), which by de"nition is given by sp(p!1) for even s and by
sp(p!1)!(p!1) (p!2) for odd s. In any case, it is enough to lift a to a stage F
s
with s*3 and
n(s(p2!p!1)!(p!1)(p!2); that is, s’N where N is the integral part of
[n#(p!1)(p!2)]/(p2!p!1). An analysis as the one given above shows that such a lifting is
forced by the hypothesis. j
It is well known [25, Theorem 1.5.19(a)] that the map S0 jPJ detects the p-component of the
image of the stable J-homomorphism, producing a splitting
n
*
(S0)"(Im J )
(p)
=Ker j
*
. (17)
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Thus, Theorem 4.1.3 claims that in the usual (n, s)-representation of the E
=
term of the classical
Adams spectral sequence (n stands for the homotopy degree and s for the HF
p
-"ltration degree), the
p-localization of the summand Ker j
*
lies below a line ‚ of slope (q#1)/q (p2!p!1) plus &&blips’’.
On the other hand, since the generator of (Im J )
(p)
in the stem qj!1 has "ltration j!l( j ), we get
that for p’3, all of (Im J )
(p)
(except for the "rst few stems) lies over ‚. We thus obtain the pictorial
interpretation of (17) given in the introduction.
Since the classical Adams spectral sequence is a bigraded F
p
-vector space, a vanishing line in this
spectral sequence gives information on the exponent at p for the stable homotopy groups of
spheres. The exponent for the image of the stable J-homomorphism is well known. The line
‚ described above produces upper bounds for the p-exponent of Ker j
*
; roughly speaking, any
p-local element in the nth stem, lying in Ker j
*
, must be killed by pe, where e"4#[(q#1)n/
q(p2!p!1)].
Corollary 4.1.4. Any p-local element a3n
n
(S0) not detected by the J spectrum is annihilated by
p.*/M4,pN‘en‘S(n), where S (n) is the ,rst integer larger than or equal to (q#1)n/q(p2!p!1).
For p*5 and outside the image of J, Corollary 4.1.4 is an improvement over the results in [18]
in the following sense: Liulevicius shows that the p-torsion of elements in nS
n
is bounded above by
a linear function on n with slope of order 1/2p. Instead, Corollary 4.1.4 says that the p-torsion is
bounded above by a linear function on n with slope of order 1/p2. In fact, in the nth stem, the
di!erence between the exponents of p for the bound given by Liulevicius and that given by
Corollary 4.1.4 is roughly n (p!3)/2(p!1)2. The results are rather weak for p"3 since, as
observed in the introduction, in this case the vanishing line in Theorem 4.1.3 is parallel to that given
by Liulevicius.
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